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GeNeDit

Human Genome Project: A Milestone in the History of
Humankind

Editorial

The ambitious Human Genome Project was suc-
cessfully completed in 2003 and the information
about the sequences on all chromosomes became
available to researchers and for patient care. This
issue has an article brie y describing the method-
ologies and issues involved in the Human Genome
Project. This is an important and exciting milestone
in the history of humankind and medicine. What
was achieved by spending 3 billion or more US
dollars can now be achieved by a few lacs of
Indian rupees. Whole genome sequencing and
sequencing of all coding regions of genes (exome)
is being used widely in the clinic and research lab-
oratories. The diagnostics of monogenic disorders
has already shown a paradigm shift through the
use of massively parallel sequencing (also known
as next generation sequencing or NGS) either in the
form of a multi-gene panel test or through exome
sequencing for phenotypes where predicting the
causative gene on a clinical basis is difficult or
not possible. NGS based techniques have also
made possible the diagnosis of aneuploidies and
monogenic disorders in the fetus by using free
fetal DNA (ffDNA) in the maternal plasma. Se-
quencing of the whole genome (WGS) prenatally
or immediately after birth is now feasible and
has already been done for more for than 1500
neonates! WGS can be a useful tool for the diag-
nosis of sick neonates. Use of WGS for newborn
screening (NBS) is also being explored by many
centres. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has
already started 4 projects of WGS of newborns to
explore various aspects like its use for screening
for disorders routinely included in NBS as well as
additional genetic disorders, utility of WES data
to paediatricians and parents during infancy and
childhood for healthcare, and the ethical, legal
and social implications of such huge predictive

data available immediately after birth. Preliminary
research shows that parents are also interested in
using WGS of newborns. Though practically and
technically feasible, WGS of newborns is likely to
have many more ethical and social repercussions
and there is a strong need to look into various
issues to make informed decisions about how and
when to use such powerful technology. Counseling
for NGS is complex and demanding but it also
involves a lot of understanding on the part of
patient families and could be emotionally taxing as
illustrated in the HearToHearTalk of this issue.

Identi cation of a number of loss-of-function
mutations in everyone and in many without a phe-
notype has come out as a great surprise as a result
of NGS technology. Thus, non-penetrance may
be much more common than we currently know.
Prediction of pathogenicity and explanation of non-
penetrance are big challenges ahead. Johnston
et al. (2015) have developed a new approach of
iterative phenotyping which is likely to be useful in
clinical research. This landmark article is included
in the Genexpress of this issue. Other articles
related to the use of NGS in prenatal diagnosis
and newborn screening are equally revolutionary.
Onemore article included in the Genexpress needs
special mention. This is an article depicting a novel
form of maternal inheritance where mutation in
the mother and the fetus are essential to express
the phenotype. Genetic Clinics is happy to bring
these latest exciting developments in molecular
genomics to you.

Enjoy the new year of this molecular era!

Dr. Shubha fl Phadke
1st January, 2016
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Abstract

Warburg micro syndrome (WAflBM) or Micro syn-
drome is a rare, genetically heterogeneous, auto-
somal recessive syndrome. Patients with WAflBM
present with severe mental retardation, brain
anomalies (polymicrogyria and corpus callosum
hypoplasia), craniofacial features (microcephaly,
hairy forehead, large anteverted ear, broad nasal
root and micrognathia), ocular defects (congenital
cataract, microphthalmia and microcornea), spas-
ticity leading to contractures, congenital hypotonia
and hypogonadism. Here we report three cases
of Micro syndrome from two different families.
All cases had congenital cataract and were born
to consanguineous parents. Hypoplastic genitalia
was present in cases 2 and 3 (sibs), whereas absent
in case 1. Mutation analysis of the RAB3GAP1 gene
showed a nonsense mutation in exon 3 in case
1 and in exon 13 in cases 2 and 3 (sibs). Case
3, the sib of case 2, was diagnosed antenatally-
initially level II antenatal ultrasound at 19 weeks
gestation showed evidence of fetal cataract and
further mutation analysis con rmed the affected
status of the fetus. About 144 cases of Micro
syndrome have been described till date world-wide
in literature. These cases are the rst case series
of Micro syndrome from India. Our cases had all
the classical clinical features described in literature,
with an exception being the absence of genital
abnormalities in case 1. Prominent incisors were
present in both cases 1 and 2, which has not

been reported earlier. Prenatal diagnosis of fetal
cataract in Micro syndrome has also not been
reported earlier.

Introduction

Warburg Micro Syndrome (WAflBM, MIM 600118),
also known as Micro Syndrome, is characterized
by microcephaly, mental retardation, corpus cal-
losum hypoplasia, diffuse cortical or subcortical
atrophy, congenital cataracts, microcornea, mi-
crophthalmia, progressive joint contractures with
growth failure, and hypothalamic hypogonadism.
This syndrome was rst described by Warburg et
al. in a consanguineous Pakistani family with two
affected sibs and an affected male cousin (Warburg
et al., 1993).

Patients and Results

Case 1

This male child initially presented at 4.5 years of
age with global developmental delay. He had
infantile spasms since the age of day 7 and was on
antiepileptic drugs for the same. He was born at
full term to a third degree consanguineous couple.
His birth weight was 2.7 kg and had delayed cry at
birth. He was noted to have bilateral cataract at
birth. IgM rubella serology was negative.

Examination showed presence of microcephaly
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with plagiocephaly, microcornea, long palpebral
ssures, prominent incisors and bilateral simian

crease (Fig 1). Neurological examination at initial
presentation showed presence of spasticity and
brisk re exes. On follow up at 9 years of age, he
had central hypotonia. There was no undescended
testis or cardiac involvement. There was no spinal
deformity. CT scan of the head showed partial
fusion of the lambdoid and coronal sutures. MflI
of the brain was suggestive of agenesis of corpus
callosum. The karyotype was normal. MLPA
for subtelomeric deletions was normal. A clinical
suspicion of Micro syndrome was made and the
child was tested for the same. A homozygous dele-
tion c.129delT (p.Leu44Trpfs*49) in RAB3GAP1 was
identi ed in the patient in exon 3. This variant is
likely to be pathogenic as it results in a frameshift.
Both parents were heterozygous for this mutation
consistent with the carrier status.

Figure 1 Face of Case 1 showing microcornea,
long palpebral ssures, prominent in-
cisors.

Case 2

This 27 years old second gravida was referred to
our genetic clinic at 6 weeks for prenatal coun-
selling and diagnosis, as her rst child had severe
developmental delay.

The proband was a 5 years old boy who had
global developmental delay. He had been delivered
by Caesarean section at 36 weeks of gestation, in
view of leaking and meconium stained liquor. The

birth weight was 2.8 kg. The length at birth was 47
cm and head circumference at birth was 32 cm (7th

centile). Penile length of 1 cm was documented
in the newborn period, suggestive of micropenis.
There was no history of birth asphyxia. He was
operated for congenital cataract on day 22 of life.
His vision did not improve even after cataract
surgery. At 5 years of age the child was able to hold
his neck but was unable to sit or stand. He had no
speech and interacted with parents occasionally.
He was operated for undescended testes at 1 year
of age. There was no history of hearing de cit and
there were no seizures.

On examination at 5 years, the head circumfer-
ence was 48 cm (-3.1 SD) and length was 99 cm (-2.3
SD), He had large anteriorly rotated ears, a broad
nasal bridge, microphthalmia, thin upper lips and
a pointed chin (Fig 2). He had a large mouth
with downturned angles of mouth and prominent
incisors. He had microphallus, scrotal hypoplasia
and atrophic testes. He had axial hypotonia and
the deep tendon re exes were brisk. There was no
organomegaly. His ngers were long and thin.

He was rst evaluated at 6 months of age for
developmental delay. His karyotype was normal
(46, XY). In view of congenital cataract, he had been
evaluated for galactosemia and plasma galactose
and enzyme assay for galactose-1 phosphate uridyl
transferase and epimerase were normal.

His MflI done at 20 months of age showed
focal areas of signal alteration in subcortical and
periventricular deep white matter of the bilateral
frontal, parietal and peritrigonal occipital region
and bilateral semiovale. There was associated
partial agenesis of the corpus callosum.

In view of congenital cataract, hypoplastic gen-
italia and severe developmental delay, Micro syn-
drome was suspected and molecular genetic test-
ing was done for con rmation. The patient showed
homozygous loss of function mutation in exon 13
of the RAB3GAP1 gene. This is a novel frameshift
mutation c.1182.1183delCA (p.His394fs*9) not re-
ported earlier and predicted to be pathogenic
(Fig 3). It is not present in the ExAC database
(http://exac.broadinstitute.org/). Both
parents were heterozygous for this mutation con-
sistent with their carrier status.

Case 3

This case is the sib of case 2. As mentioned above,
the mother had come during pregnancy. Her USG
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a) b)

Figure 2 a) and b): Face of Case 2 at age 1 week and at 5 yrs of age showing deep set eyes, broad nasal
root, pointed chin and thin lips.

Case 1 Case 2

c.129delT, p.Leu44Trpfs*49 c.1182.1183delCA, p.His394fs*9

Parent Parent

Affected Affected

Figure 3 Chromatogram of RAB3GAP1 mutation analysis of case 1 and 2 and their parents.

at 19 weeks gestation showed bilateral cataract in
the fetus (Fig 4). There were no associated mal-
formations. There was no fetal growth restriction.
Biochemical screen for Down syndrome showed
low risk for aneuploidy. Amniocentesis was done
and PCfl rubella and karyotype in the amniotic

uid sample were normal. The pregnancy was
terminated in view of the history of cataract in the

previous child (case 2). External examination of the
fetus during autopsy evaluation showed cataract,
pointed chin, thin lips and long philtrum (Fig 5).
The ngers were long and thin. The fetus also had
micropenis. After the disease-causing mutation in
the RAB3GAP1 gene was identi ed in the proband
(case 2), mutation speci c testing was done in the
fetal DNA, which showed that the fetus was also
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homozygous for the same mutation and thereby
affected with Micro syndrome.

Figure 4 USG of case 3 at 19 weeks gestation
showing cataract.

a) b)

Figure 5 a) and b): 19 weeks fetus with Mi-
cro syndrome showing cataract, broad
nasal root and thin lips. Compare from
Fig 2a (Case 2 at 1 week).

Discussion

Micro syndrome and Martsolf syndrome are auto-
somal recessive disorders with microcephaly and
congenital cataract, rst described in 1993 and
1978 respectively (Warburg et al., 1993; Martsolf et
al., 1978). Warburg et al. were the rst to report
this syndrome in two siblings and a cousin from
an inbred Pakistani family (Warburg et al., 1993).

These children had microcephaly, hypogenitalism,
cryptorchidism, borderline microphthalmia, micro-
cornea, congenital cataracts, optic nerve atrophy,
and retinal dystrophy. All had severe mental
retardation and other ndings, such as hypertri-
chosis, beaked nose with prominent nasal root,
short philtrum, and prominent ears. The additional
features in Martsolf syndrome are hypogonadism
and cardiomyopathy. About 144 cases of Micro
syndrome have been reported in the literature,
and a broad consensus has emerged with regard
to its presentation (Aligianis et al., 2005; flodriguez
Criado et al., 1999; Yuksel et al., 2007; Borck et al.,
2011; Bem et al., 2011). Megarbane et al. (1999) re-
ported 4 children from a highly inbred Muslim fam-
ily from southern Lebanon with hypotonia, spastic
diplegia, microcephaly, microphthalmia, congenital
cataract, optic atrophy, ptosis, kyphoscoliosis, short
stature, severe mental retardation, and cerebral
malformations. flodriguez Criado et al. (1999)
discussed Micro syndrome in 2 sisters with micro-
cephaly, microphthalmia, microcorneas, cataracts,
sparse medial eyebrows, micrognathia, and severe
psychomotor retardation. The parents were not
related in this family.

In a study of 14 children with Micro syndrome,
all from consanguineous families, Ainsworth et
al. (2001) identi ed several consistent ophthalmic

ndings that they proposed might be pathog-
nomonic for the syndrome: microphthalmia,
microphakia, cataract, atonic pupils, mild optic
atrophy, and severe cortical vision impairment.
Bilateral lens opacity, unresponsive pupils, low-set
and posteriorly angulated ears, broad nasal root,
beaked nose, long philtrum, micrognathia, and
high-arched palate were described by Derbent et
al. (2004) in a 7 month old male Turkish patient.
He also had bilateral cryptorchidism, micropenis,
mental delay, truncal hypotonia, and increased
muscle tone in both legs. Facial features were
consistent with those originally described in the
Micro syndrome. Yuksel et al. (2007) reported a
4-year-old Turkish boy with Warburg Micro syn-
drome. This child also had skin hyperextensibility,
joint hypermobility, deformities of metatarsals in
both feet, and overlapping toes. Combining
information from the cases reported to date,
the characteristics of Micro syndrome are mental
retardation, microcephaly, congenital cataract, mi-
crocornea, microphthalmia, agenesis/hypoplasia of
corpus callosum, and hypogenitalism (Dursun et
al., 2012). Hypogonadotropic hypogonadism leads
to cryptorchidism, micropenis, labioscrotal fusion,
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Clinical feature Literature Case 1 Cases 2 & 3
IUGfl No NA No/No
Mental retardation Yes Yes Yes/-
Postnatal microcephaly Yes Yes Yes/-
Cataract Yes Yes Yes/Yes
Prominent incisors - Yes Yes/-
Thin upper lips - No Yes/Yes
Limb spasticity Yes Yes Yes/-
Broad nasal root Yes Yes Yes/Yes
Prominent ears Yes Yes Yes/Yes
Micropenis Yes No Yes/Yes
Cryptorchidism/small testes Yes No Yes/-
Hypoplastic corpus callosum Yes Yes Yes/Yes
Polymicrogyria Yes No Yes/-
Seizures +/- Yes -/-

Table 1 Comparison of clinical features in our cases with cases described in literature.

and hypoplastic scrotum. Additional systemic man-
ifestations included axial hypotonia with evolving
limb spasticity, and occasional seizures.

All 3 cases in the present study had congenital
cataract, and subtle facial dysmorphism. However,
micropenis was not seen in case 1. Case 1 and case
2 had severe developmental delay. Table 1 shows
clinical features of our cases as compared with the
cases in literature. All cases of Micro syndrome
reported in literature have hypoplastic genitalia,
however, case 1 in this study had normal genitalia.
Both case 1 and 2 had prominent incisors which
has not been described earlier. Thin lips in cases 2
and 3 (sibs) and long slender ngers have not been
reported earlier.

Micro syndrome can be diagnosed clinically
on the basis of microcephaly, congenital cataract,
and hypogenitalism (Dursun et al., 2012). Other
conditions which should be excluded are CAMAK
syndrome, CAMFAK syndrome, COFS syndrome,
Cockayne syndrome, and Martsolf syndrome. CA-
MAK syndrome consists of cataract, arthrogryposis,
microcephaly and kyphoscoliosis. CAMFAK is a syn-
drome of cataract, arthrogryposis, microcephaly,
failure to thrive and kyphoscoliosis. COFS syn-
drome is characterized by brain atrophy with
calci cation, cataracts, microcornea, joint contrac-
tures, and growth failure. Cockayne syndrome is
an inherited neurodegenerative disorder charac-

terized by low birth weight, growth failure, brain
dysmyelination with calcium deposits, cutaneous
photosensitivity, cataract, and sensorineural hear-
ing loss. Congenital cataract is also seen in Lowe
syndrome and hence this should be excluded.
Lowe syndrome is an X-linked recessive condition
with congenital cataract and mental retardation
along with renal dysfunction.

Various MflI ndings have been described in
patients with Micro syndrome. Pachygyria and
corpus callosum abnormalities are present in ma-
jority of cases with Micro syndrome. Ainsworth
et al. (2001) reported variable development of the
corpus callosum, ranging from marked hypogene-
sis to normal in 1 patient along with some degree
of pachygyria. Derbent et al. (2004) mentioned
hypoplasia of the corpus callosum, diffuse cortical
and subcortical atrophy, reduced myelinization,
enlarged cisterna magna, and small orbits in brain
MflI. Case 1 had agenesis of corpus callosum. MflI
of case 2 showed focal areas of signal alteration in
subcortical and periventricular deep white matter
of bilateral frontal, parietal and peritrigonal oc-
cipital region and bilateral semiovale. There was
associated partial agenesis of the corpus callo-
sum. Pachygyria was also noted in the frontal and
parietal regions.

Warburg Micro Syndrome is genetically het-
erogeneous and 4 types have been described.

Genetic Clinics 2016 | January - March | Vol 9 | Issue 1 6
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Warburg Micro syndrome-1 is caused by mutations
in the RAB3GAP1 gene. Warburg Micro syndrome-2
is caused by mutations in the RAB3GAP2 gene on
chromosome 1q41. WAflBM3 is caused by muta-
tions in the RAB18 gene on chromosome 10p12.1
whereas WAflBM4 is caused by mutations in the
TBC1D20 gene on chromosome 20p13. Our pa-
tients had mutations in RAB3GAP1 gene and hence
they are Warburg Micro syndrome type 1.

RAB3GAP1 is implicated in regulating presynap-
tic neurotransmitter release in a flab3-dependent
manner (Muller et al., 2011). RAB3GAP2 has been
linked to the flabconnectins, interacting partners
that may function in the loading of synaptic vesi-
cles with neurotransmitter (Nagana et al., 2002;
Kawabe et al., 2003; Yan et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012).
More recently the RAB3GAP1-RAB3GAP2 complex
has been shown to regulate RAB18.

Aligianis et al. (2005) reported inactivating mu-
tations in the RAB3GAP1 gene in 5 kindreds with
Warburg Micro syndrome linked to chromosome
2q21.3, 2 of which had previously been described
by Ainsworth et al. (2001). Investigation of an ad-
ditional 10 families with Warburg Micro syndrome
identi ed germline inactivating mutations in 7
families. Morris-flosendahl et al. (2010) reported
homozygosity for 5 different truncating RAB3GAP1
mutations in 5 families from Turkish, Palestinian,
Guatemalan and Danish background. Case 1 had
homozygous mutation in exon 3 (Handley et al.,
2013). Cases 2 and 3 (sibs) had novel homozygous
mutation in exon 13.

Handley et al. (2013) provided an overview of
the disease variants identi ed in the RAB3GAP1,
RAB3GAP2, and RAB18 genes, in 144 families with
WAflBM and 9 families with Martsolf syndrome.
Mutations were identi ed in RAB3GAP1 in 41% of
cases, in RAB3GAP2 in 7% of cases, and in RAB18
in 5% of cases. Mutation details of case 1 men-
tioned here were included in this study. A recent
study has reported the use of homozygosity map-
ping with single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
microarray in identifying the causative gene and
thereby in con rming the diagnosis of Warburg
Micro syndrome in a consanguineous Indian family
(Srivastava et al., 2015).

Antenatal diagnosis of bilateral cataract has not
been reported earlier in Micro syndrome. The lens
can be seen by the 12th week of pregnancy in both
transverse and coronal scans of the skull. Normal
lens is completely anechoic and can be identi-

ed by its strong anterior and posterior borders.
When cataract is present, the boundary echoes

are prominent and the substance of the lens be-
comes echogenic. The known syndromic causes
of congenital cataract include Smith Lemli Opitz
syndrome, Lowe syndrome, Alports syndrome and
Conradi Hunnerman syndrome. Prenatal TOflCH
infection especially rubella accounts for about one
third of cases of congenital cataract. Enzymatic
disorders like G6PD de ciency, galactokinase de -
ciency, homocystinuria and galactosemia can also
cause congenital cataract. In our case cataract
was detected at 19 weeks of gestation (case 3).
In another subsequent pregnancy of this couple,
cataract was not seen and mutation analysis at
19-20 weeks gestation showed the fetus to be
normal.

This series is presented to highlight the impor-
tance of evaluating a child with congenital cataract
and developmental delay, for Micro syndrome, es-
pecially in families with consanguinity and positive
family history and when the features are not typical
of a congenital TOflCH infection.
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What more powerful form of study of mankind
could there be than to read our own instruction book
– Francis S. Collins, Director, NIH.

Along with Bach’s music, Shakespeare’s sonnets,
and the Apollo Space Program, the Human Genome
Project ”HGP) is one of those achievements of the
human spirit that makes me proud to be a human –
flichard Dawkins, British ethologist & evolutionary
biologist.

History

The idea of sequencing the entire human genome
was rst proposed by the US Department of Energy
and others in 1985. There were strong supporters
who argued that deciphering the human genome
would lead to new understanding and bene ts for
human health. However, there were determined
detractors, who feared such a project would be
waste of manpower and money and would provide
a meaningless string of letters, with little explana-
tory power for humans. HGP was officially initiated
in the USA as a joint effort of the Department
of Energy and the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) in 1990 with a 15-year, ’3 billion plan for
completing the genome sequence. But it was
completed much before time in 13 years and with
’2.7 billion (Table I).

Principles

Firstly, the HGP welcomed collaborators from any
nation in an effort to move beyond borders, to es-
tablish an all-inclusive effort aimed at understand-
ing the molecular basis of human life. This was
planned to be done using different approaches.
The group of publicly funded researchers that
eventually assembled (18 countries and more than
200 laboratories) was known as the International
Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (IHGSC).

It is unfortunate that India was not among the 18
countries. Secondly, HGP worked on the Bermuda
principles drafted in 1996. This required that all hu-
man genome sequence information, greater than
2 kb, be made freely and publicly available within
24 hours of its assembly. This was usually done
by uploading all the sequences on the very same
night of sequencing. This provided researchers all
around the world, access to HGP data and greatly
accelerated the ongoing research. A number of
terms and de nitions were introduced because of
the HGP, some of which are given in Table II.

Goals

The ultimate goal of the Human Genome Project
was to decode the exact sequence of all 3.2 billion
nucleotide bases that make up the human genome
and to identify estimated genes in the human DNA
[Collins et al., 1998].• It strived to achieve coverage of at least 90%

of the human Genome in working draft by
the end of 2001 and to nish one-third of
the human Genome sequence by the end of
2001. HGP also aimed to complete human
Genome sequencing by the end of 2005.• To develop databases to store all the infor-
mation generated through HGP.• To develop faster, more efficient sequencing
technologies.• Develop tools for data analysis (Bioinformat-
ics).

One of the goals of HGP was to decipher the
genome of organisms like mice, fruit ies and
roundworms. Manipulations on such small
organisms are easier and hence experiments
based on them, especially breeding provides
vital information about developmental and
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1990 HGP started; ELSI program founded
1992 Second generation Human Genetic Map developed
1994 HGP s human genetic mapping goal achieved
1995 HGP s human physical mapping goal achieved; First bacterial genome (H. in uenzae) sequenced
1996 First human gene map established; Pilot project for Human Genome sequence began in the

US; Yeast genome sequenced; Bermuda principles established
1997 E. coli genome sequenced
1998 (C. elegans) genome sequenced; Celera genomics entered HGP race (Private HGP)
1999 Full scale Human Genome sequence began; Sequence of chromosome 22 completed
2000 Draft version of both Public and Private HGP completed; Fruit y genome sequenced; Executive

order issued barring genetic discrimination in US federal workplace
2001 Draft version of HGP published
2002 Draft version of mouse genome sequenced, completed and published; Draft version of rice

genome sequenced, completed and published
2003 HGP completed with all its goals achieved

Table 1 Milestones of the Human Genome Project.

BAC Bacterial arti cial chromosome vector carrying a genomic DNA insert, typically 100±200kb
Contig A contiguous sequence of DNA created by assembling shorter, overlapping sequenced

fragments of a chromosome (whether natural or arti cial, as in BACs).
Scaffold The result of connecting contigs by linking information from paired-end reads from

plasmids, paired-end reads from BACs, known messenger flNAs or other sources. The
contigs in a scaffold are ordered and oriented with respect to one another.

Sequence
tagged site

STS stands for sequence tagged sites, a short DNA segment that occurs only once in a
genome and whose exact location and order of bases is known.

Genetic
map

A genome map in which polymorphic loci are positioned relative to one another on the
basis of the frequency with which they recombine during meiosis. The unit of distance is
centimorgans (cM), denoting a 1% chance of recombination.

Physical
map

A map showing the locations of identi able markers spaced along the chromosomes. A
physical map may be constructed from a set of overlapping clones.

Functional
genomics

The study of genomes to determine the biological function of all the genes and their
products.

Draft
genome
sequence

The sequence produced by combining the information from the individual sequenced
clones (by creating merged sequence contigs and then employing linking information
to create scaffolds) and positioning the sequence along the physical map of the
chromosomes.

Methylation Addition of methyl groups to DNA to suppress gene transcription.
SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP): A common single-base-pair variation in a DNA

sequence.
Haplotype A speci c combination of alleles or sequence variations that are likely to be inherited

together.
Genomic
library

Contains DNA fragments that represent the entire genome of the organism (coding and
non coding).

Table 2 Terms and de nitions.
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functional genetics which can be applied to
human health and diseases. Also, studying
different genomes would give us insight into
the evolutionary conservation of genes and
development of unique genes. It could also
lead to understanding which would help in
combating human diseases.• flapid identi cation of Single Nucleotide Poly-
morphisms (SNPs).• Functional genomics (cDNA clones of human
and model organisms).• Manpower training.• And lastly, one of the most signi cant issues
addressed were the ethical, legal, and social
issues (ELSI) that arose from HGP. Around
3-5% budget of HGP was reserved for ELSI.
This is, to date the largest Bioethics program
undertaken.

The Genome Wars

Celera Genomics ( Celera is Latin for swiftness)
was established in 1998 by the Perkin Elmer Cor-
poration and Craig Venter. Earlier, Craig Venter
was head of TIGfl, a non-pro t genomics research
institution where using unique whole genome
shotgun sequencing method, he had sequenced
the genome of H. in uenza [Weber & Myers, 1997].
Celera Genomics announced that they would nish
the human genome sequencing in three years. The
establishment of Celera Genomics heralded a race
between the government s HGP and Celera. Celera
began its project later than the HGP, but used
a faster method powered by the world s largest
private assemblage of supercomputers. Celera
planned for preliminary patents on over 6,000
genes and full patents on a few hundred genes
before releasing their sequence. However, a sig-
ni cant portion of the human genome had already
been sequenced when Celera entered the eld,
and thus Celera did not incur any costs in obtaining
the existing data, which was freely available to
the public from Genbank. Celera sequenced the
human genome at a fraction of the cost of the
public project, approximately ’3 billion of taxpayer
dollars versus about ’300 million of private fund-
ing. In 2001 however, with the intervention of the
White House, both Celera and Public HGP officially
”tied” and made the joint official statement of initial
HGP draft completion in 2000 (Fig 1).

Figure 1 Time magazine cover showing Craig
Venter head of Celera Genomics who
led the private HGP and Francis Collins,
head of NIH, who led the Public HGP.

Discoveries and inventions that initiated
the need and concept of HGP

Several key projects helped to crystallize the HGP.
These included:

1. The sequencing of the bacterial viruses, an-
imal virus SV407 and the human mitochon-
drion between 1977 and 1982. These projects
proved the feasibility of assembling small
sequence fragments into complete genomes.

2. The human genetic map had been made,
which made it possible to locate disease
genes of unknown function based solely on
their inheritance patterns.

3. The physical maps of clones covering the
yeast and worm genomes were made in the
mid 1980s, which allowed isolation of genes
and regions based solely on their chromoso-
mal position.
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4. The development of random shotgun se-
quencing of complementary DNA fragments
for high-throughput gene discovery.

The Public Human Genome Project:
Techniques used

Two main phases of the public HGP were:

1. Shotgun phase – Hierarchical/ BAC (Bacterial
Arti cial Chromosome) based/ map based/
clone by clone method (based on insights
from yeast and worm studies) - yielded 90%
of the human genome sequence in draft
form.

2. Finishing phase – Year 2000 and onwards,
the work mainly involved lling in gaps and
resolving DNA sequences in ambiguous areas
not obtained during the shotgun phase• Shotgun phase: Blood samples were taken

from anonymous donors and DNA was extracted.
The nal DNA sample to be sequenced was chosen
after multiple phases of blinding, so that the donor
and laboratory, both did not know whose DNA was
being sequenced.• STS- tagged BAC Clone Libraries: DNA was
broken into 100-200 kb segments which were then
combined with bacterial plasmids to form BAC
clones. When possible, the DNA fragments within
the library vectors were mapped to chromosomal
regions by screening for sequence-tagged sites
(STSs), which were DNA fragments, usually less
than 500 base pairs in length, of known sequence
and chromosomal location that could be ampli ed
using PCfl. These BAC clones (∼830,000) were then
transported to different labs all over the world.
Different labs were assigned different chromo-
somes and sections of DNA. In these labs these
BAC clones were further divided to even smaller
200 bp fragments to make BAC subclones. From
these BAC subclones plasmid and human DNA was
separated. Hence, through BAC cloning multiple
copies of DNA fragments were obtained.• Sequencing: The inserts were sequenced
using primers matching the vector sequence ank-
ing the genomic DNA insert by using Sanger
technique to form Contigs which were arranged
into Scaffolds (progressively larger Contigs) using
computational analyses by identifying overlaps.

The Human Genome Project relied upon the phys-
ical and genetic maps of the human genome
established earlier, to map the BAC clones (STS
tagged) which served as a platform for generating
and analyzing the massive amounts of DNA se-
quence data that emerged from the shotgun phase
(Figure 2).

Genomic DNA (Public HGP) Genomic DNA(Celera)

BAC Library

Contigs Sequencing Contigs

Scaffolds

Genomic DNA

Figure 2 flandomly sequenced fragments
aligned by computational analysis, by
combining sequences with overlapping
ends, into stepwise larger segments.

The Private Human Genome Project
(Celera Genomics): Techniques used

Celera used two independent data sets together
with two distinct computational approaches to
determine the sequence of the human genome.
The rst data set was generated by Celera using
DNA of ve anonymous individuals, out of which
one DNA was selected blindly. Plasmid clones
were made. Sequencing and tracking from both
ends of plasmid clones from 2, 10, and 50 kb
libraries was done. This generated 27.27 million
DNA sequence reads (5.11 fold coverage of the
genome). The second data set was obtained
from the publicly funded Human Genome Project
(BAC Clones); here, Celera ”shredded” the Human
Genome Project DNA sequence into 550-base-pair
sequence reads representing a total of 16.05 mil-
lion sequence reads. The company then used a
whole-genome assembly method and a regional
chromosome assembly method to sequence the
human genome (Figure 3).
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Whole genome shotgun sequencing Chromosomal Regional Assembly (Hierarchical shotgun )

DNA extracted (anonymous donors) Public HGP – 33,421 BAC clones taken from Genebank 

2,10,50 kbp Plasmid clone libraries Shredded into 550bp 16.05 million DNA sequences 

Paired mate (both ends) sequencing generated 

27.27 million DNA sequences (5.11 fold coverage) Matcher 

Total 43.32 million DNA sequences Celera reads contigs, scaffolds BAC scaffolds 

Alignment by computation Combined /Tiled 

* Private company Celera used Whole Genome Shotgun sequencing and Chromosomal Regional Assembly 

(like Hierarchical shotgun Method)

Figure 3 Approach used by the Private Human Genome Project.

• Whole-genome assembly method / whole-
genome random shotgun method: In the method,
Celera generated a massive shotgun library derived
from its own DNA sequence data combined with
the ”shredded” Human Genome Project DNA se-
quence data, which together corresponded to a
total of 43.32 million sequence reads. Celera then
used computational methods and sophisticated
algorithms to identify overlapping DNA sequences
and to reconstruct the human genome by generat-
ing a set of scaffolds.

• flegional chromosome assembly method:
Here Celera organized its own data and the
Human Genome Project sequence data into the
largest possible chromosomal segments, followed
by shotgun assembly of the sequence data within
each segment (similar to the hierarchical shot-
gun approach used by the Public HGP). Celeras
whole-genome and regional chromosome assem-
bly methods were independent of each other,
permitting direct comparison of the data. Celera
found that the regional chromosome assembly
method was slightly more consistent than the
whole-genome assembly method. Many people
criticized that although whole genome shotgun
method was quick and less expensive, it had more
misassembles. This was later refuted as Celera

data was in strong agreement with the public HGP
data. This whole genome shotgun method eventu-
ally paved way for the next generation sequencing
technique popular contemporarily.

Human Genome Project: draft comple-
tion announcement

The completed HGP Drafts were published sepa-
rately by the Public HGP (Nature) and the Private
Human Genome Project (Science) a day apart on
15th February and 16th February 2001 respectively
[IHGSC,2001; Venter et al., 2001]. However, the
formal HGP Draft completion announcement was
made public on 26 June, 2000 jointly by the two
organizations.

Economic impact of the HGP

The ’3.8 billion spent on the HGP may well rep-
resent the best single investment ever made in
science. From 1988 to 2010, HGP added ’796
billion in U.S. economic output, ’244 billion in
personal income for Americans and generated 3.8
million jobyears of employment [Lander, 2011].
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Outcome of HGP

Along with sequencing the Human genome the
genome sequences of 599 viruses and viroids, 205
naturally occurring plasmids, 185 organelles, 31
eubacteria, seven archaea, one fungus (yeast), two
animals (round worm and mouse) and one plant
(mustard weed) were identi ed [IHGSC, 2004].

Sequencing of 99% of euchromatic DNA was
nished to 99.99% accuracy. The number of genes

in the human genome was estimated to be around
22,000 (∼1.5%) and 3.7 million SNPs were mapped
(Table III).

Other major feats were:• Higher resolution physical genetic maps of
the human DNA and 15,000 full-length hu-
man cDNAs were generated.• Potential drug targets were established.• A summary of each chromosome was com-
posed.• Comparative genomics:• The basic transcriptional and translational
machinery is well known to have been con-
served over evolution, from bacteria through
to the most complex eukaryotes. Many
ribonucleoproteins involved in flNA splicing
also appear to be conserved among the
animals.• The Human Genome Project discovered that
about 60 percent of genes are conserved
between y and human. Genes in humans
were only twice in number as compared to
other simpler organisms. But the complexity
was explained by the fact that alternative

splicing generates a larger number of protein
products.• The euchromatic portion of the human
genome has a much higher density of trans-
posable element copies than the euchromatic
DNA of the other three organisms (mice, fruit

ies and roundworms.)• The vertically transmitted, long-term residen-
tial LINE and SINE elements represent 75% of
interspersed repeats in the human genome,
but only 5±25% in the other genomes. In
contrast, the horizontally transmitted and
shorter-lived DNA transposons represent only
a small portion of all interspersed repeats in
humans (6%) but a much larger fraction in
fruit y, mustard weed and worm (25%, 49%
and 87%, respectively).• The pericentromeric and subtelomeric re-
gions of chromosomes are lled with large
recent segmental duplications of sequence
from elsewhere in the genome. Segmental
duplication is much more frequent in humans
than in yeast, fruit y or worm.• Bioinformatics: The human genome is 3

billion base pairs long; not only 3 gigabytes of
computer data storage space are needed to store
this raw data but a huge amount of storage space is
required to store the annotations of this data which
is being deciphered at an exponential rate. Hence,
Bioinformatics has emerged as the need of the
hour. It started with sequence alignment programs
like FASTA and BLAST in the 1990s. One of the
goals of the HGP was to develop Bioinformatics. By
the end of HGP, databases like the UCSC browser,
Ensembl browser, the NCBI chromosome map etc.

Genome Sequencing HGP begins-1990 HGP ends-2003 12 years after HGP
Cost to Generate a Human Genome
Sequence

∼’1 billion 10-50 million ’1000

Human Genome Sequences 0 1 Thousands
Number of Genes with Known Pheno-
type/ Disease-Causing Mutation

∼53 ∼1474 ∼9578

Number Phenotypes/Disorders with
Known Molecular Basis

∼61 ∼2264 More than 6000

Number of Published Genome-Wide
Association Studies (GWAS)

0 0 ∼1600

Table 3 Consequences of the Human Genome Project.
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were formed. Newer programs are being gener-
ated to aid gene prediction, sequence alignment
and molecular modeling and 3-D visualization of
proteins.• ELSI program: (which was started in 1990)
is still ongoing under the agship of the National
Human Genome flesearch Institute (NHGflI) and it
aims to provide for basic and applied research on
the ethical, legal and social implications of genetic
and genomic research for individuals, families and
communities that emerged out of the HGP. It
funds and manages studies, workshops, research
projects and conferences catering to the social and
ethical impact of genomic medicine.

Post Human Genome Project Era

Since the completion of HGP there has been a
revolution in the eld of genetics and now we have
entered the –omics era. Scientists, world over, are
studying different microbial, plant, animal, human
and cancer genomes. New genomes of different
organisms are being coded. Among the most
important contemporary human genome related-
projects are the International HapMap Project,
1000 Genomes Project, ENCODE project, Human
Epigenome Project, 100,000 Genomes Project (UK)
and 1,000,000 Genomes Project (US) etc.

Concluding thoughts

The completion of HGP transformed genetics into
genomics. High throughput sequencing techniques
and microarray technology has made analysis of
genome simpler and cheap. This has transformed
not only research but patient care as well. Identi -

cation of causative genes for monogenic disorders,
genome wide association studies for multifactorial
disorders and genomic and expression analysis of
tumors are important applications of results of
the HGP. As this has opened a new exciting era
for clinicians and geneticists, the challenges are
also apparent. The challenges include the need of
functional validation of each new sequence variant
identi ed and better understanding of modi er
genes to predict pathogenicity and to develop
better understanding of genotype-phenotype cor-
relation. Now we know that the more we learn
about the human genome, the more there is to
explore. And these words from the HGP Draft
article be t our concluding thoughts.

We shall not cease from exploration. And the end
of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started,
and know the place for the rst time. – T. S. Eliot.
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Introduction

Chromosomal abnormalities, both numerical and
structural, are known to occur in approximately 1 in
200 live births. The diagnosis for chromosomal ab-
normalities in the antenatal period is usually done
by conducting cytogenetic analysis of amniotic,
chorionic or fetal blood cells obtained by invasive
procedures. Karyotyping is a well-established cy-
togenetic technique which has been extensively
used as a diagnostic tool for pregnant women
undergoing these procedures. The technique is
considered 100% sensitive and speci c and the
gold standard for the detection of autosomal tri-
somies and sex chromosome aneuploidies, against
which all other techniques are compared. In
addition to chromosomal aneuploidies, structural
rearrangements and triploidy can also be detected
with a resolution of 10 million DNA base pairs.
The various indications for fetal cytogenetic testing
include: 1) abnormal ultrasound scan, 2) abnormal
maternal serum biochemical results, 3) advanced
maternal age ”≥35 years at the expected time
of con nement) 4) family history of chromosomal
aberrations or other genetic disorders.

The rapid rise in the number of pregnancies
undergoing maternal biochemical screening and
targeted anomaly scans has led to increase in the
number of invasive prenatal diagnostic procedures
as well. flapid diagnosis of aneuploidies in these
cases is warranted for appropriate management
of pregnancy as well as to relieve anxiety for the
family. The legal limit of 20 weeks for pregnancy
termination in India is a unique legal circumstance
which calls for early detection of these abnormali-
ties.

The autosomal trisomies constitute 80% of
the chromosomal aberrations. Hence, flapid
Aneuploidy Detection ”flAD) methods, which are

targeted methods for the diagnosis of common
autosomal trisomies ”13, 18, 21) and sex chromo-
some aneuploidies are offered in cases of invasive
prenatal testing. Three methods i.e. Fluorescent
In Situ Hybridization ”FISH), fiuantitative Fluores-
cent Polymerase Chain fleaction ”fiF-PCfl), and
Multiplex Ligation Dependent Probe Ampli cation
”MLPA) have been validated for use in prenatal
diagnosis ”Mann et al., 2004).

• Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization ”FISH) tech-
nique: It is usually performed on uncultured
interphase cells with probes designed speci cally
for chromosome 13, 18, 21, X and Y. The number
of uorescent signals per cell gives the number of
copies of the targeted chromosome ”Mann et al.,
2004). The technique is known to be almost 100%
sensitive and speci c for detection of aneuploidies
”Grimshaw et al., 2003). Another advantage is the
capacity to detect triploidy where an extra set of
chromosomes is present in the cell. However, the
FISH technique is non-automated, time consuming
and necessitates a skilled technician Mann et al.,
2004; Grimshaw et al., 2003).

• fiuantitative Fluorescent Polymerase Chain
fleaction ”fiF-PCfl): This assay has been widely
used for the past 20 years for rapid aneuploidy
detection. It is a PCfl based molecular method
which uses uorescent labeled primers to amplify
speci c DNA markers which are polymorphic ”STfls)
and unique for chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X and
Y. The ampli ed products are separated through
capillary electrophoresis. The copy number of a
speci c sequence of each chromosome is deter-
mined based on the intensity of the uorescent
signal. The sensitivity and speci city of the assay
is in the range of 95% -100% ”Grimshaw et al.,
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2003; Cirigliano et al., 2009). There are several
commercially available fiF-PCfl kits ”Aneufast TM,
Chromoquant aneuploidy detection kit) ”Allingham-
Hawkins et al., 2011). Detection of maternal cell
contamination, triploidy and mosaicism as low as
15% are important advantages of these techniques
”Mann et al., 2004; Cirigliano et al., 2009). However,
extensive blood staining of specimens interferes
with the results and interpretation of this test.

• Multiplex Ligation Dependent Probe Ampli -
cation ”MLPA): It is also a PCfl based method. It
is relatively cheaper and less labor intensive than
the FISH technique. The technique involves the
use of two uorescent labeled probes which are
hybridized to speci c DNA sequences and are then
joined by the enzyme DNA ligase. The free ends
of the ligated probes are complementary to the
primer which enables the ampli cation of target
sites. The ampli ed products are separated based
on size using capillary electrophoresis. Each peak
is considered to be the ampli ed product of a
speci c probe. The technique has a capacity to
quantify up to 40-50 different target sequences in
one reaction. The commercially available kit MLPA
P095 kit is useful for the detection of chromosome
13, 18, 21, X and Y chromosome aneuploidies.
For detection of aneuploidies, a sensitivity and
speci city of 100% is attained by employing this
technique ”Van Opstal et al., 2009). One of the
major drawbacks of this technique is the failure to
detect triploidies especially in a female fetus. It
is a completely automated method, and is being
increasingly used as a method for flAD especially
where large scale testing of samples is required.

Additional newer techniques are available such
as the chromosomal microarray technique ”CMA)
which has the capacity to detect targeted submi-
croscopic deletions and duplications other than
aneuploidies in the prenatal samples.

Non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT)
In addition to invasive procedures there are non-
invasive screening methods which are gaining
importance in recent times. Non-invasive prena-
tal testing ”NIPT) has been widely accepted as a
part of routine care for pregnant women in many
countries. The testing involves analysis of cell-free
DNA fragments which circulate in the blood of
the pregnant women. It can be offered after
10 weeks of gestation. This technique has a

sensitivity of 99% and a speci city of 99.92% for
trisomy 21. For trisomy 18, the test has 96.8%
sensitivity and 99.85% speci city and for trisomy
13, 92.1% and 99.80% respectively ”Gil et al., 2014).
The positive predictive value of this technique is
approximately 45% ”10 times better than the other
maternal biochemical screening tests) for low risk
women. The obvious advantage of this technique
is that it provides an alternative for invasive testing
and the related complications. However, currently
NIPT is still considered a screening test and the
aneuploidy should be con rmed by an invasive
de nitive test. It can be used as a rst tier test in
the rst trimester or after abnormal results of the
biochemical screening tests for women unwilling
to opt for invasive procedures. However, there
are numerous factors including twin/triplet preg-
nancies, inadequate fetal fraction of DNA, higher
maternal body mass index, gestational age of less
than 10 weeks etc. which can result in either failure
or inaccurate results. Also, the test is unable to
detect triploidy in the fetus. To date this testing
is available in the US, Europe and some Asian
countries including India. High cost and availability
are also limitations for the use of this technique.

Table 1 summarizes the principles, techniques,
advantages and limitations of the important rapid
aneuploidy detection tests. Prior to ordering any
of these tests, appropriate pretest counseling is
essential.

Conclusion
There are different rapid prenatal tests and options
which can be offered to pregnant women. How-
ever, even with different options available, a rapid
prenatal aneuploidy test should meet certain im-
portant criteria: ”1) vastly accurate with less num-
ber of false-negative results; ”2) no false-positive
results because certain important irreversible de-
cisions such as pregnancy termination may be
taken as a result of an abnormal result; ”3) robust
with minimum failure rates and ambiguous results;
”4) rapid with high specimen throughput; ”5) cost
effective, as the rapid test is likely to be conducted
in addition to full karyotype analysis; ”6) efficient in
detection in specimens of low quality and quantity
and ”7) sensitive to detect MCC and mosaicism
”Mann et al., 2004). Counseling, both pre and
post test, should accompany the above mentioned
testing to facilitate informed decision-making for
the family.
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Description QF-PCR FISH MLPA NIPT
Principle of
the
technique

Selective ampli ca-
tion of genomic
DNA regions ”STfls)
by binding of u-
orescently labeled
primers to the tar-
get sequences. The
products are then
separated by size

Binding of a u-
orescently labeled
probe speci c for
a DNA sequence
and visualized us-
ing a microscope

Two probes of
unique length hy-
bridized to target
DNA sequences
and joined by DNA
ligase. The am-
pli ed target sites
separated by size

Sequencing of cell free
fetal DNA present in
the maternal plasma

False result
ndings

No false-positive,
minimal false neg-
ative results

False-positive rate
of less than 1 in
30,000 cases and
false-negative rate
of less than 1 in
4000 ”Tepperberg
et al., 2001)

– False-positive rates
0.1%-0.2% ”Bianchi et
al., 2014)

Sensitivity 98.9%* ”Allingham-
Hawkins et al., 2011)
95.65% ”Cirigliano et
al., 2009)

100% 100% 99% for trisomy 21,
96.8% for trisomy 18,
92.1% for trisomy 13
”Gil et al., 2014)

Speci city 100%* ”Allingham-
Hawkins et al., 2011)
99.97% ”Cirigliano et
al., 2009)

100% 100% 99.92% for trisomy 21,
99.85% for trisomy 18,
99.80% for trisomy 13
”Gil et al., 2014)

Mosaicism Can detect as low
as 15% ”Mann et al.,
2004)

Standard practice
is to score 100
cells to exclude
mosaicism at a
level of greater
than 10% to 15%,
a level similar to
that of full kary-
otype

Unknown sensitiv-
ity for mosaicism.
Further detection
has to be done
by employing the
FISH technique

Interpretation can be
altered by presence of
mosaicism

Maternal cell
contamina-
tion

flesults cannot be
obtained in heav-
ily blood stained
samples ”1%) due
to the presence of
MCC ”Cirigliano et
al., 2009)

MCC can rarely
interfere with in-
terpretation. Al-
though it is less
sensitive to MCC,
in female fetus
MCC goes unde-
tectable

Female fetus de-
tection of MCC
not possible. In
male fetuses the
evidence of MCC
is examined from
the results of
probes located on
X chromosome

–

* Aneufast TM kit used

Table 1 Comparison of different techniques used for rapid aneuploidy detection.
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Table 1 continued…

Cost Due to automated
methods, this tech-
nique is relatively
cheaper than the
FISH method. How-
ever commercial kits
can increase the
cost of diagnosis per
sample

Comparatively
more expensive
than fiF-PCfl

Cost comparable
to fiF-PCfl

Current cost is high

Turnaround
Time

Average is 30.5
hours, Median is
25.1 hours ”Alling-
ham - Hawkins et
al., 2011)

fleported within
24-72 hours

30 hours ”Van Op-
stal et al., 2009)

Mean turnaround time
is 5.1 business days
”Bianchi et al., 2014)

Advantages fleliable, automated,
detects triploidy and
mosaicism. MCC
problems minimized

fleliable for detec-
tion of targeted
aneuploidies. De-
tects triploidy and
MCC does not in-
terfere with inter-
pretation

Low cost and
ampli cation of
different markers
in one tube

flapid method and ac-
curate for detection of
Down syndrome

Disadvan-
tages

Commercial kits
may increase the
cost. Cannot detect
structural chromo-
somal aberrations

Non-automated,
requires skilled
technician, labour
intensive, intact
cells, considerable
time, fails to
detect balanced
rearrangements
and imbalanced
aberrations of
chromosomal
segments

Cannot detect all
cases of triploidy,
and sensitivity to
mosaicism is un-
known. MCC de-
tection not pos-
sible in female
fetus. Can-
not detect struc-
tural chromoso-
mal aberrations

Need to con rm aber-
rant ndings using in-
vasive methods. flel-
atively high percent-
ages of test fail-
ures rates ”approx 5%)
”Bianchi et al., 2014)

Kits used Aneufast TM and
Chromoquant
”Cirigliano et al.,
2009; Allingham -
Hawkins et al., 2011)

AneuVysion Assay
kit

P095 detection kit
”Van Opstal et al.,
2009)

Sequencing libraries-
Illumina True seq kit
v2.5 ”Bianchi et al.,
2014), STfl analysis:
Amp STfl mini ler kit
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GeNeEvent - Second Annual Meeting of the Society for Indian
Academy of Medical Genetics - IAMGCON 2015

The Second Annual Meeting of the Society for Indian Academy of Medical Genetics, IAMGCON 2015,
was held in Jodhpur on 12th & 13th December, 2015. It was organized by the All India Institute of Medical
Sciences, Jodhpur, Dr S N Medical College, Jodhpur and the Indian Academy of Pediatrics, Marwar branch,
in association with SIAMG. It was preceded by a pre-conference workshop on Clinical Genetics & Fetal
Medicine on 11th December, 2015. A number of distinguished international and Indian faculty attended
the conference and shared their experience and expertise. The academic sessions covered numerous
topics ranging from latest genetic diagnostic techniques to novel and emerging treatment modalities for
genetic disorders. Close to 150 delegates attended the academic proceedings. The highlights of the
meeting included the Dr SS Agarwal Oration, the presentation of the Dr SS Agarwal Young Scientist Award
and felicitation of awardees of the Genzyme-SIAMG Clinical Genetics fellowship. The Dr SS Agarwal oration
was delivered by Dr Priya Kishnani, Professor of Pediatrics and Chief of the Division of Medical Genetics
at the Duke University Medical Centre in Durham, USA; the topic of her oration was Novel Therapies for
Genetic Disorders . The Dr SS Agarwal Young Scientist Award was presented to Mr Abdul Mueed Bidchol
from Kasturba Medical College, Manipal, for his work on Morquio syndrome. The event was appreciated by
all the attendees and SIAMG was lauded for its ongoing contributions towards the eld of Medical Genetics
in India.
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Next Generation Sequencing Facilitates Disease Discoveries
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Whole Genome Sequencing for New
Born screening

Next generation sequencing (NGS) has covered a
long way from the lab to the clinic, especially
with respect to new born screening (NBS). Whole
genome sequencing (WGS) may help in detecting
or ruling out not only disorders currently detected
through NBS assays, but also help in pinpointing
the molecular diagnoses and in detecting condi-
tions not detectable with the presently done NBS
assays [Bodian et al., 2015]. Some recent studies
have focused on the feasibility of implementing
this technology in routine newborn screening. One
study suggested that, at baseline, parents have
a substantial level of interest in WGS for their
newborn, with little dilemma. There are so many
ethical, social, and practical issues for parents
and providers like concerns about the potential
psychosocial harms associated with unexpected
genomic results, as well as how to interpret com-
plex or ambiguous results. Inspite of this, almost
60% of the participants were either definitely or
somewhat interested in having a potential future
newborn’s whole genome sequenced [Goldenberg
et al., 2015]. Another study which involved a sur-
vey among genetics professionals regarding this
issue showed that the survey participants were in
favour of disclosing most types of results of NGS at
some point in the lifetime. However, the majority
(87.3%) also indicated that parents should be able
to choose what results are disclosed [Ulm et al.,
2015]. There are many practical challenges to
the use of WGS in NBS especially regarding the
communication of results and their interpretation
for the family. These studies can help health-care
providers to make more informed choices about
when and how to utilize this WGS technology in the
newborn period.

New type of physiological maternal in-
heritance: Skewed inheritance

The maternal genome is known to have a stronger
effect on offspring as compared to the paternal
genome. This is attributed to maternal RNA,
maternal mitochondrial genome and imprinting.
But in one recent study, mutations in the RBP4
gene causing congenital eye malformations have
been shown to result in altered biochemistry that
disrupts Vitamin A delivery both within the fetus
and in the placenta [Chou et al., 2015]. Skewed
inheritance due to a functional restriction of pla-
cental vitamin A transport has been found for this
condition and it defines a new type of physiological
maternal inheritance. Genetic vitamin A deficiency
has been previously suggested as a potential factor
for eye malformations. The dominant-negative
effect of the mutant retinol binding protein results
in disruption of vitamin A delivery from wild-type
proteins within the fetus, as well as, in the case
of maternal transmission, at the placenta. This
effect of the RBP4 mutant alleles provides a further
example of gene-environment effects. The muta-
tion in the mother and the same mutation in the
fetus interact together and define the phenotype.
These findings further highlight the importance of
maternal-fetal nutrition and may apply broadly to
congenital malformations in general.

Refining Non-invasive Prenatal Di-
agnosis with Single-Molecule Next-
Generation Sequencing

Accurate prenatal diagnosis can be challenging
and has conventionally been based on invasive
procedures. The gradual elimination of risky proce-
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dures used for sampling fetal material for prenatal
diagnosis has been an important objective of fetal
medicine. Definitive diagnosis of aneuploidy using
cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) is still not possible be-
cause of the small percentage of discrepant results
which occur because the cffDNA is derived from
the placenta. There is a large market opportunity
for the development of aneuploidy testing and
also for testing for monogenic disorders in cffDNA.
Noninvasive prenatal diagnosis (NIPD) using next
generation sequencing (NGS) provides a promising
approach which can be applied in the detection
of multiple mutations in a single assay as well
as for screening a gene with multiple pathogenic
mutations. For the very first time, Chitty et al.
demonstrated that through NGS-based testing in
cffDNA, non-invasive prenatal diagnosis could be
done for pregnancies at risk of achondroplasia
and thanatophoric dysplasia [Chitty et al., 2015],
thereby documenting the utility of NIPD for single
gene disorders. Another recent study used whole
genome amplification (WGA) of DNA from single fe-
tal nucleated red blood cells (FNRBCs), followed by
massively parallel sequencing to detect trisomy of
chromosomes 21, 18 and 15, showing the potential
utility of this technique for definitive NIPD for fetal
aneuploidy[Hua et al., 2015].

What happens with Loss of function
mutations in the genome: Real impli-
cations for opportunistic screening

Putative loss-of function (pLOF) variants are com-
mon in genomes and understanding their contri-
bution to disease is very important for predictive
medicine. Genome sequence analysis can generate
up to 800 pLOF mutations in a single genome. With
the increasing use of NGS for predictive medicine,
it is critical to be able to predict the consequences
of pLOFs, especially in individuals without pre-
existing clinical diagnoses. The study by Johnston
et al. (2015) focused on the practical detection of
phenotypes associated with these pLOF variants.
An average human typically contains some pLOF
variants. On clinical evaluation, few of them
are found to be disease-causing (the phenotype
having been missed or hidden by the patient in
the initial examination), but some of them (about
30%) do not have any phenotypic manifestation,

indicating incomplete penetrance. For individuals
without a clear family history of disease, variant
identification and interpretation is more difficult
because it is possible that the identified variant is
not causative, and non-penetrance must always be
considered. Johnston et al. took the exome data
of 951 participants and filtered for pLOF variants in
genes likely to cause a phenotype in heterozygotes.
They performed a customized clinical evaluation
of the participants with these variants to identify
phenotypic characteristics in them or their close
family members that could be attributable to the
pLOF variant [Johnston et al., 2015]. They con-
cluded that 1/30 unselected individuals harbor a
pLOF mutation associated with a phenotype either
in themselves or their family. This study gives
a new approach i.e. iterative phenotyping or
hypothesis-generating clinical research.
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The Burden of Diagnosis
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I asked the resident to nd out if Baby of Malini
(name changed) had undergone the bone marrow
transplantation. When the resident doctor called
the father of the baby, we got the sad news that
bone marrow transplant was not done and the
baby had died the previous day. This distressing
news brought back the memories of the diagnostic
journey which the family had travelled with us, the
medical geneticists, or rather we had travelled with
the family. The story started more than a year ago.
The couple, Malini and her husband, had been
referred for prenatal counseling and testing in view
of history of death of their two previous offspring
due to an undiagnosed illness: one child had died
during the neonatal period and the other had died
at 6 months. Malini was now 3 months pregnant.
There were no medical records available of the
affected children and the couple mentioned that
the babies had not been thoroughly investigated.
There was no consanguinity. The possibility of
genetic metabolic disorders was considered and
the family was told that in the absence of a
de nite diagnosis, prenatal diagnosis cannot be
provided just on the basis of the suspicion of a
genetic disorder. They were told to get newborn
screening for inborn errors of metabolism through
tandem mass spectrometry (TMS) done for this
baby on the 4th day after birth. The couple came
back to us after the delivery and TMS was done
for the baby (male neonate, yet unnamed, and
hence, referred to as Baby of Malini). The report
showed a high level of glycine. The CSF glycine
level was done, which supported the diagnosis
of non-ketotic hyperglycinemia (NKH). The baby
was around 3 months old by this time and was
asymptomatic. We explained the implications
and prognosis of NKH and explained the need
for further molecular genetic testing to con rm
this diagnosis. NGS (next generation sequenc-
ing)-based panel for genetic disorders of infantile

onset was ordered as it covers all three genes for
non-ketotic hyperglycinemia. To our surprise, the
result showed a hemizygous mutation in the IL2RG
gene, suggesting the diagnosis of severe combined
immunode ciency. This is a known, previously
reported mutation and the data showed very good
coverage of this gene region indicating that this
was a reliable report and this was very likely to be
the disease-causing mutation in this family. The
mutation was con rmed by Sanger sequencing in
the infant as well as his mother, who was a carrier
of the same mutation. The family now had to
be counselled about this new development in the
diagnosis and about the fact that the actual diag-
nosis was not NKH. It was difficult and confusing
for the family to be now assigned a new diagnosis,
but with appropriate and detailed counseling they
were able to understand. Of course, the high
glycine levels remain unexplained.

All these events are described in a few lines
here but involved multiple travels for the family
from their home to our hospital – a distance of
800km, high costs of the tests, multiple discussions
on investigations, their possible results, uncertain-
ties and the diagnostic plans ahead. The puzzle
of the previous two infant deaths was solved,
but the outcome for this child was poor. The
solution came in the form of a problem. In the
visit when the mutation reports became available
and were discussed, the baby was noted to have
tachypnoea. Investigations revealed that he had
severe pneumonia - this was the rst signi cant
episode of infection in this immunode cient infant.
After having been explained the need for intensive
care treatment for the present episode of severe
pneumonia, the parents decided to get the child
hospitalized in their hometown. A few weeks later,
we got a call from the parents that the baby was
discharged and was better. The option of bone
marrow transplant was explained to them and
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our last communication with the family was when
they were travelling with the baby to New Delhi
for pursuing this option- we gave them informa-
tion about the pediatric haematologist and bone
marrow transplant specialist in Delhi. We were
hoping that the dramatic diagnosis achieved after
the long, costly and cumbersome investigational
journey would lead to an equally dramatic cure
and happiness for the family, but sadly it did not
happen.

Though each genetic disorder is given a single
OMIM number, in reality, each case and each family
affected even with the same genetic disorder is
different. The diagnostic challenges faced by the
clinician and the counselling issues are huge. But
far more enormous are the agony, the anguish,
the anxiety created by the large number of in-
vestigations, and the nancial and psychological
burden on the families, while travelling through
this journey full of uncertain stops and uncertain
destinations. Many times, one may not reach the
destination of cure or may not be able to ful l the
prospect of having an unaffected child. Next gen-
eration sequencing has made diagnosis possible

in situations where, until a few years ago, there
seemed to be no hope of identifying the cause.
But the ip side of these genomic techniques
are the uncertainties about the pathogenicity of
the novel variations detected, which make under-
standing of the implications even more difficult for
laypersons. Continued communications about the
tests ordered, possible results and their implica-
tions and counselling helps greatly in getting the
desired cooperation of the patient and families and
lessens the anxieties associated with the diagnostic
odyssey. The treating physicians and geneticists
need to take the patient and family along and
respect their autonomy as well. The educational
and economic status of the patients and their
families does not necessarily determine their abil-
ity to understand the test results, interpret them
correctly and take appropriate decisions. Many
such families teach the doctor coping strategies,
humane values and strength of character. Stability
in adversity is indeed the most important virtue to
sail the seas of life and for doctors and families
dealing with genetic disorders, to sail through the
unchartered expanse of the genome!

Announcement

For further details contact: genetics.clinic@manipal.edu

Manipal Genetics Update :
International Skeletal Dysplasia Workshop

1st - 2nd December 2016

Venue: Kasturba Medical College, Manipal University, Manipal

This workshop aims to provide a platform for discussion of difficult cases of 

skeletal dysplasia with renowned international experts in the field. All

participants are expected to bring at least five such cases each.
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PhotoQuiz

PhotoQuiz - 31
Contributed by:  Dr. Shubha R Phadke

Email:  shubharaophadke@gmail.com

This 5 year old intellectually normal girl presented with short stature and joint 
deformities. Radiographs of the spine, hip, knees and hands are shown. Identify the 
condition.

Please send your responses to editor@iamg.in
Or go to http://iamg.in/genetic_clinics/photoquiz_answers.php

to submit your answer.

Answer to PhotoQuiz 30
Pycnodysostosis (OMIM # 265800)
Pycnodysostosis is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by short stature, 
osteosclerosis, acroosteolysis of the distal phalanges and increased bone fragility with 
predisposition to fractures. Typical craniofacial features of this condition include large 
skull with wormian bones, delayed closure of the anterior fontanelle, a small mandible 
and delayed eruption of primary and secondary dentition. It is caused by homozygous or 
compound heterozygous mutations in the CTSK (cathepsin K) gene.  

Correct Responses Were Given By:

  1. Jagadish Bhat, Goa
  2. Diksha Shirodkar, Goa
  3. Leena Shingavi, Pune
  4. Poonam Singh Gambhir, Lucknow
  5. Kalpana Gowrishankar, Chennai
  6. Deepti Saxena, Lucknow
  7. J.K. Dissanayake, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
  8. Atanu Kumar Dutta, Kolkata
  9. Ravi Goyal, Kota, Rajasthan
10. Ashish Gupta, New Delhi

Department of Medical Genetics, Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow
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There has never been a more exciting and 

extraordinary time for healthcare professionals 

in any specialty to learn how to integrate 

medical genetics and genomics into clinical 

and laboratory practice.  The fi eld of medical 
genetics is swiftly evolving. It’s a period of 

rapid scientifi c discovery, new technologies 
and subsequent translation into medical 

practice, public policy and public health. From 
screening and diagnosis to management and 

follow-up and from rare diseases to the most 

common conditions across the entire lifespan,
the ACMG Meeting  provides you with the 

knowledge and tools to translate genetic 

discoveries into better patient care. Plan now 

to attend!  

Call for Abstracts 
Gain exposure for your work and advance 

your career by presenting at the 2016 ACMG 

Annual Clinical Genetics Meeting. Genetics 

professionals (ACMG members and non-

members) are encouraged to submit high 

quality abstracts for presentation as poster 

displays and oral platform presentations. 

Electronic Abstract submission opens in 

September 2015 at www.acmgmeeting.net. 

Submission deadline is November 20, 2015.

Program Highlights
 SHORT COURSES: TUESDAY, 

MARCH 8 • 12:30 PM–5:30 PM 

• Advanced Molecular Cancer Genetics: State 

of the Art Today and Beyond

• Tools and Approaches to Assess the Genetic 

Basis of Disease

• NAMA at the ACMG: The Best of the North 

American Metabolic Academy

 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS 

• Adult Genetics Diagnostic Dilemmas 

(Unknowns and Rare Knowns)

• Cancer Prevention and Screening for 

Children at Hereditable Risk

• Cardinal Signs of Selected Syndromes

• Classic and New Approaches to Variant 

Interpretation in the Genomic Era

• Classifi cation and Genetics of Limb 
Defi ciency Disorders

• From Gene Discovery to Gene Therapy: 
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy and Other 

Neuromuscular Disorders

• From Guidelines to Clinic: Incorporating 
Pharmacogenetics into Clinical Practice 

and the Electronic Health Record

• Loss, Gain, and Things that Look the Same: 
Maximizing the Clinical Utility of Areas of 

Homozygosity

• Managing Positive Newborn Screens for 

Lysosomal Storage Disorders

• More Than Skin Deep: Clinical Presentation, 
Diagnosis, and Treatment of Inherited Skin 
Disorders

• Prenatal Diagnostic Dilemmas

• Pro/Con: The Debate Around Direct-Access-

Testing – Robert C. Baumiller Symposium

• Reproductive Genetics: Implications of the 

Latest Technologies

• Rising to the Level of Clinical Importance: 
Challenges to Adjudicating and Reporting 

Variants Discovered with Genomic Analysis

• Whole Genome Analysis or Whole Exome 

Sequencing of Newborn Dried Blood Spot DNA 

for Medically Actionable Neurometabolic 

Disorders R. Rodney Howell Symposium

• The Right Test for the Right Patient at the 

Right Time: Working with Your Institution 

to Make Genetic Testing Useful

• 2016 ACMG Presidential Plenary and 

Awards Presentations

• 47th Annual March of Dimes Clinical 

Genetics Conference – Prader-Willi Syndrome 

– New Insight Into A Classic Genetic 

Disorder

 SPECIAL SESSIONS: 

• Diagnostic Dilemmas (Rare Knowns and 

Unknowns)

• Genetic Counselor’s Forum and Luncheon: 
Diagnostic Purgatory and Genetic 

Counseling in the Era of VUS

Genomics in your clinical practice…are you ready?  The future is ours to create!  

• Special Satellite Meeting: A Community 

Conversation sponsored by the National 

Coordinating Center for the Genetic and 

Newborn Screening Services Collaboratives

• Special Interest Group Forums – Adult 
Genetics, Public Health Genetics, Quality 
Improvement, OB/GYN

 SESSIONS AND EVENTS FOR STUDENTS, 
TRAINEES, RESIDENTS, POST-DOCTORAL 
AND CLINICAL FELLOWS 

• Trainee Workshop: We are from the 

ABMGG and We are Here to Help!

• Trainees, Residents, Fellows and  Students 
Welcome Reception

• Trainee/Mentor Luncheon 

• Special Student Session – Careers in 

Medical Genetics: An Informational Session 

for Students

 ORAL PLATFORM AND POSTER 
PRESENTATIONS

Visit www.acmgmeeting.net for detailed 

Abstract topics.  

NEW in 2016 – the top 10% rated Posters 

will be highlighted in the Poster Area.

Exhibit Hall
The exhibition held during the meeting 

provides a display of state-of-the-art products, 
services and resources tailored to the needs of 

genetics professionals. 

Detailed session, speaker, registration, hotel 

and abstract submission information is available 

at www.acmgmeeting.net.

Sponsored by the
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics

Held in conjunction with the 47th Annual March of Dimes
Clinical Genetics Conference – Prader-Willi Syndrome – New 
Insight Into a Classic Genetic Disorder

Register early and SAVE!  

Early Bird Registration Deadline: 

December 16, 2015

Advance Registration Deadline: 

January 27, 2016




